IOL calculation using paraxial matrix optics.
Matrix methods have a long tradition in paraxial physiological optics. They are especially suited to describe and handle optical systems in a simple and intuitive manner. While these methods are more and more applied to calculate the refractive power(s) of toric intraocular lenses (IOL), they are hardly used in routine IOL power calculations for cataract and refractive surgery, where analytical formulae are commonly utilized. Since these algorithms are also based on paraxial optics, matrix optics can offer rewarding approaches to standard IOL calculation tasks, as will be shown here. Some basic concepts of matrix optics are introduced and the system matrix for the eye is defined, and its application in typical IOL calculation problems is illustrated. Explicit expressions are derived to determine: predicted refraction for a given IOL power; necessary IOL power for a given target refraction; refractive power for a phakic IOL (PIOL); predicted refraction for a thick lens system. Numerical examples with typical clinical values are given for each of these expressions. It is shown that matrix optics can be applied in a straightforward and intuitive way to most problems of modern routine IOL calculation, in thick or thin lens approximation, for aphakic or phakic eyes.